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Welcome to our Symposium on Primary Care Practice Transformation. 



Dr. Bailey author of the novel, 
The End of Healing,

and president of The Healthy City, 
Inc., a socially responsible for-profit 

corporation, dedicated to 
empowering people and 

communities to take charge of their 
health and health care resources
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Let’s begin in the usual tradition of Grand Rounds with a few cases to see if you recognize a common condition they share, a syndrome you may be at risk for as well. Here is case #1:
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Do you recognize this character?
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And this one?
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One more?  What do these characters have in common?  What condition do they share?What has been less well articulated about the hero’s condition and journey is that it is always exceedingly difficult, all heroes make tremendous mistakes, they all find themselves in a world that has gone terribly wrong, they go through real agony, depression, anxiety, pass through the darkest depths of hell. And all of our heroes find themselves in great need of healing before they can return to the land of the living with new insight, power, and purpose.And, like Dorothy, they are not at all sure where to find the true healing they so desperately need.So it is with young Dr. Don Newman in my novel, The End of Healing, and if you look within your own hearts —medical students, residents, fellow, and attendings alike—I suspect that most of you are similarly stressed and in need of healing. Deep down, you know something is wrong with your working world, your career, your calling, and it is difficult, even painful to face, much less articulate. We all have a sneaking suspicion, more or less admitted, that something fundamental in the world of medicine that has gone astray.My protagonist, Dr. Don Newman’s awakening comes to this painful reality comes after 2 AM, in the middle of a night on call, when he is called to the bedside of a dying woman with a massive stroke, on her 3rd aspiration pneumonia, who doesn’t want the futile care that his hospital is forcing upon her. He in turn feels forced to put in a central line that he is certain his patient would never want.  So it is with Dr. Don Newman, the young physician protagonist in my novel The End of Healing.  In the middle of his dark night he is called to the bedside of a terminally ill woman to put in a central line that he knows deep down she doesn’t want. There he remembers the oath he had taken in medical school—and at least I will do no harm—and thinks to himself: Bullshit! Harm is my business.



Nearly ½ of MDs Burned Out
General Internal Medicine

Family Medicine

Arch Intern Med 2012; E1-9

http://www.medscape.com/features/slideshow/compensation/2013/public
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Unfortunately his experience is common among young doctors.More than half of physicians say they are burned out.  Burn out rates worst among generalist physicians.Over 25% of resident physicians are seriously depressed and report occasional thoughts of suicide.And physicians are now nearly twice as likely as other people to kill themselves. 
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2004 studyMale MDs are 1.41 x 2004 studyMale MDs are 1.41 x Female MDs 2.27 X more likely to die by suicide than their counterparts in the general population.Schernhammer ES, Colditz GA. Suicide rates among physicians: a quantitative and gender assessment (meta-analysis). Am J Psychiatry. 2004;161(12):2295-2302.1996 studyMales 2-3xFemales 5-6x more likely to die of suicide v gen’l popJournal of Death and Dying vol 33:255-63.  by sonneck g and wagner r. ContributorsBurnout is risk factor for suicide2008 annals of IM, lotte dyrbye and tait...vol 149:334-41.  was done in students. burnout rates 50%, suicidal ideation (SI) 11%.  burnout strongly predicted SI (p < 0.001) in multivariable analyses.  recovery from burnout was associated with decreased SI. Female MDs 2.27 X more likely to die by suicide than their counterparts in the general population.Schernhammer ES, Colditz GA. Suicide rates among physicians: a quantitative and gender assessment (meta-analysis). Am J Psychiatry. 2004;161(12):2295-2302.1996 studyMales 2-3xFemales 5-6x more likely to die of suicide v gen’l popJournal of Death and Dying vol 33:255-63.  by sonneck g and wagner r. ContributorsBurnout is risk factor for suicide2008 annals of IM, lotte dyrbye and tait...vol 149:334-41.  was done in students. burnout rates 50%, suicidal ideation (SI) 11%.  burnout strongly predicted SI (p < 0.001) in multivariable analyses.  recovery from burnout was associated with decreased SI. 



http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/08/23/the-widespread-problem-of-doctor-burnout/

1 in 2 US physicians 
burned out implies 
origins are rooted in 
the environment and 
care delivery system 
rather than in the 
personal 
characteristics of a 
few susceptible 
individuals. 
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It’s time to admit that something is seriously wrong with our business. This is hard for us.  We have been selected for our willingness to work hard and our intolerance for whining.But the good news is that physician burnout is not really about us —we are just one of the canaries in the coal mine.  This is not about a few bad workers. Burn out is the norm.  This is about the coal mine.And if we are serious about finding joy in practice, we have to look deeper to discover the roots of the problem. We have to face up to the problems in our work environment.

http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/08/23/the-widespread-problem-of-doctor-burnout/
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Cornell Hospital



9/11
 2819 killed

 Purposeful 
premeditated
killing 

 One time event

Medical Errors
 250,000 -

400,000 killed 
per year (More 
than a 747 
crashing every 
day)

 Accidental, 
unintended 
effects of 
healthcare 
business as usual

 Recurrent year 
after year
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 Updated 3-31-15 SSMedicalMistakes/errors are the Leading cause of accidental deaths in the US new reports estimate some 400,000 people die each year from preventable medical errors. It’s not just the 1,000 deaths per day there also the 10,000 serious complications cases resulting from medical errors that occur each day. 3rd leading overall cause of death"Why is it when a death happens one at time, silently, it warrants less attention than when deaths happen in groups of five or 10?" he asked. "What these numbers say is that every day, a 747, two of them are crashing. Every two months, 9-11 is occurring…we would not tolerate that degree of preventable harm in any other forum.“ Peter Pronovost MDBoth 9/11 and medical errors occur because of a deficit of organizational intelligence –lack of effective communication among government and non-governmental agencies.  For 9/11 all the information was available to conclude an attack on the WTT was imminent.Similarly in health care we know that more accidental deaths are going to occur.After 9/11 immediately the government put in place major safety precautions to protect Americans from harmBut after the health care deaths were exposed in 2000 with the publication of “to Err is Human” little was done to prevent these unnecessary deathsBut now with the ARRA investment our country is making a serious and expensive attempt to eliminate these errors through better intelligence.  In a word through HIT.



Hospital Mistakes 3rd Leading Cause of 
Death
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James, JT. A New, Evidence-based Estimate of Patient Harms Associated with Hospital Care. J Patient Saf 2013;9 122-128.
Makary M, Daniel M. Medical error—the third leading cause of death in the US,  BMJ 2016.
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Updated 3-31-15 SS   Leading cause of accidental deaths    3rd  leading overall cause of death                                       2011     2012Heart disease:                                                596,577 – 599,711Cancer:                                                          576,691   -582,623Chronic lower respiratory diseases:              142,943 143,489Stroke (cerebrovascular diseases):               128,932 – 128,546Accidents (unintentional injuries):               126,438  127,792Alzheimer's disease:                                      84,974 – 83,637Diabetes:                                                      73,831  73,932Influenza and Pneumonia:                           53,826   50,636Nephritis, nephrotic syndrome, and nephrosis: 45,591    45,622Intentional self-harm (suicide):                      39,518       40,600



In 2011, U.S. families spent: 1
• An average of $8,600 per person

• Roughly $20,000 for a younger family of four

• Roughly $50,000 for an elderly family of two

• $2.7 trillion, nearly 18% of GNP (or 1 in 5 of 
their dollars) on healthcare

1 Keehan et al, Health Affairs, 2011
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In 2011, the U.S. will spend: -2.5 trillion dollars per year, or nearly eighteen percent of the gross national product, on healthcare -30 billion dollars a year on hospitalizations that basic primary care could have prevented -over one-quarter of its health care dollars – 700 billion dollars a year – for procedures, tests, visits, hospital stays, and other services that do little or nothing to improve health -nearly one third of its healthcare dollars on bureaucracy and administration, far more than any other nation in the world -over $8,000 per person, or over $19,000 for a family of four, on medical care, more than twice as much as almost any other nation in the world The U.S. ranks first in the world in healthcare spending, but 37th in the world for overall health system performance 





Thomson Reuters, 2009
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In 2011, the U.S. will spend: -2.5 trillion dollars per year, or nearly eighteen percent of the gross national product, on healthcare -30 billion dollars a year on hospitalizations that basic primary care could have prevented -over one-quarter of its health care dollars – 700 billion dollars a year – for procedures, tests, visits, hospital stays, and other services that do little or nothing to improve health -nearly one third of its healthcare dollars on bureaucracy and administration, far more than any other nation in the world -over $8,000 per person, or over $19,000 for a family of four, on medical care, more than twice as much as almost any other nation in the world The U.S. ranks first in the world in healthcare spending, but 37th in the world for overall health system performance 



Sir William Osler, 1893

“Medical care must be provided with 
utmost efficiency.  To do less is a 

disservice to those we treat, and an 
injustice to those we might have 

treated.”
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Could he travel to any of our clinics today, medicine’s hero, Dr. Osler, would have seen the problem at once.  He said…
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When Dr. Don Newman follows the track of money through the healthcare system he looks to Dante’s  Inferno as a guide



In the middle of the way of our life
I found myself in a dark wood
where the straight way was lost…
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Guttenburg’s press 1440.  This is from 1472 first printing of the Divine Comedy at Haverford College.  
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So if we want to get to the roots of the real causes of physician burn out we must travel to the heart of the medical matrix –and uncover the root causes of our industry’s worst injustices.As Dr. Sampson says to Dr. Don Newman in The End of Healing, “Listen, you have a choice. You can go back to the wards, try to forget this conversation, and work for the medical system as it is. Or, you can follow me to the bottom of the rabbit hole…My program isn’t easy…but you will learn the truth about the healthcare industry and might find yourself in a position to help change things for the better. So, the choice is yours. What are you going to do?”Since you are here, I’ll presume you want to take the red pill…..  To learn the truth about the root causes of the dysfunction of our medical system, we must follow the further advice of Dr. Sampson. He says:  “If you want to understand the truth about American healthcare, Fol-low the mon-ey!”
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He discovers that Dante’s Inferno, depicted here provides a perfect ethical framework for understanding the unjust misallocation of resources in the American health care system.
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He uses Botticelli’s drawing of the Inferno as an inspiration
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As he studies epidemiology, biostats, and health economics in Dr. Sampson’s Seminar he doodles a parallel drawing in the back of his journal.  And here is what he discovers.  For every type of mistake that humans can make there is a similar mistake in health care. He discovers our allocation of resources is completely upside down.  Where we spend the least, on primary and preventive care we get the most in terms of lives saved.  But where we spend the most by far on hospital rescue care and hyped care we get little to nothing in terms of lives saved and at a tremendous cost in lives lost –now we know 250K people or more per year, killed by medical mistakes.  Two 747s full of people killed by this backward system of healthcare every day.So what can we do?  First we have to admit this this really is all about money and spending it wisely.  And all we have to do to fix things is to move all this money from down here where it does mostly harm to up here where it can do some good. Right?  The only problem is that every bit of the 1/3 or $700B of our healthcare dollars that are currently wasted is some healthcare industry’s ill begotten profits. So it wont be easy



So What Can We Do
to put primary care and prevention first?

1. Make Health Care Accountable

2. Invest in New Models of Care

3. Flip the System!
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So What Can We Do to put primary care and prevention first?We can work as healers, clinicians, researchers, and advocates to demand the primary and preventive care infrastructure we need to do our jobs right



What patients want is that deep 
relationship with a healer; 

this is the foundation upon 
which we need to build 
healthcare.

Paul Grundy, MD
IBM, PCPCC
personal communication 

1.30.09



Stand Up with Your Patients for 
RightCare

Join the RightCare Alliance:  http://rightcarealliance.org/
Sign the pledge:

http://rightcarealliance.org/join-the-alliance/

Like our page at:  facebook.com/endofhealing
Follow us at:  twitter.com/endofhealing
Contact us, sign up for updates, & share your story at:

EndofHealing.com

http://rightcarealliance.org/
http://rightcarealliance.org/join-the-alliance/


What Will it Take to “Flip the System”
and put primary care and prevention first?

• Industrial Reform of all the Titan Healthcare Industries
 Insurance, Hospital, Pharmacy, Diagnostics

• Paying for quality and value rather than visits or procedures
 Shared savings/Accountable Care Organization (ACOs)
 Bundled payments for episodes of specialty care (e.g. Total joint)
 Comprehensive care, concierge, or capitated payments for primary care

• New Models of Care
 Patient-centered medical home, neighborhood health home with

 Team -based care including mental health, nutrition, fitness, health coaches, etc.
 mHealth –tailored text messages and mHealth Apps

 Enhanced transitions of care, home care, & doctors’ home visits
 Community-wide registries –adherence & utilization tracking & feedback
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